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2 The Other Press 
Normally the editorial in this issue of the Other Press would drone 
on and on about some fluff topic. You know the kind, the "Hooray! It's 
summer!" crap, "so let's forget everything that we've learned in the past 
four months, and head for the beach!" We know you've heard all that 
shit before, so we're not going to repeat it. 
So what does the OP feel the need to discuss in this editorial? What's 
so damned important that we couldn't take a break from the oh-so-seri-
ous business of putting together this rag, and write something FUN??!!?? 
Well, fiowz about hemp? It kinda fits that summer sort of feel... I mean, 
think of all summer-type things you'd be able to do if hemp were legal. 
If hemp were a legal cash crop, you'd be able to wear some cool 
hemp clothes to the beach or climb that mountain you've had your eye 
on. With a hemp rope, even ... Or maybe you could build yourself a little 
hemp house (or not, it'd be up to you ... ) Man, the possibilities are end-
less! 
May 1995 
The issue of making cannabis (as a drug) legal is far more controver-
sial, yet still worthy of some debate. But, that's a topic for another issue, 
in another editorial. What we're talking about here is some simple com-
mon sense stuff that could be implemented right away with noticeable 
benefits for all. 
hey there yo liSe kids 
••• 
What we as a society have to do is get our heads out of the proverbial 
sand, and start looking at these kinds of issues with open minds. Just 
because a topic is controversial doesn't mean you should run away from 
it. To the contrary, views and ideas should be expressed and shared. Our 
job as budding young journalists is to present you, the public, with the 
facts, and try to promote positive changes for the community. 
We, \ike, cou\d rea\\y lASe your 
he\p, especia\\y if you, Uke, can· 
draw editoria\ cartoons 'n' 
We sincerely hope that in this, and every issue of the Other Press 
that we have contributed something positive to you the reader, or at least 
made you think twice. Oh, and by the way, before we go ... stuff ... Room 10c20. 
Have a great fucking summer, no matter what you do. 
M 
a 
The Other Press is Douglas college's autonomous student 
newspaper. (Which basically means that we are heavily armed 
and have access to a bomb shelter.) We've been distributed to 
the students, staff, and faculty of Douglas College since the Glory 
Days of 1976. We wanna do a lot of things, but the first and 
foremost of them is "put out a kic)mss paper." The OP is a full 
member of Canadian University Press (for those in the don't 
know, that's a subversive social terrorist group, consisting of a 
large box of sand, and four 84-year old women named Claire). 
The OP is a lot of things, but what we're not is racist, sexist, 
homophobic, or anything elsist. (Not even on Monday mornings, 
and sometimes that's really tough .•. ) If you don't feel that we're 
living up to these or any other expectations you may have (look, 
we're human, okay?), please let us know. Of course, if we give 
you chills with our in depth, breathtaking quality displaysnf jour-
nalism, we'd appreciate knowing that too. We like you ... come 
visit. 
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To the Collective, Yours Sincerely, 
I am writing this letter in regards Mandeep Bhuller 
to the April 5th issue of the Other Press. It's true that headlines are intended 
Your attempt at addressing the issue of to make people want to read an article. 
racism was irresponsible. I am not writ- That was entirely the OP's intent when 
ing the letter in defense of any we used those headlines. Also, it might 
pariticular minority group, but I do be- be worthy to note that we didn't 
lieve that the headlines discredited the make'em up, we just printed direct 
centrefold article which consisted of quotes. Trent thanks you for your 
some very interesting insight into rae- praise. 
ism. In light of recent conflicts between 
product and creative unit. You've got 
us, we're reading with bated breath. 
Arlene Buchan 
To the Other Press, 
When you graduate, I don't see 
you as a columnist for anything else 
except for the National Enquirer. If get-
ting people to read your paper is all you 
are in it for, choose a sleazier profes-
sion. An issue as fragile or destructive 
social groups within the college you 
went ahead and handled this subject 
To the Other Press such as Racism should be handled by 
I wanted to commend Trent Ernst an individual who can support his ac-
with a very insensitive approach. Head- and the OP, for the article on racism in cusations against the Indo-Canadians, 
lines are intended to make your audi- Douglas. I find Trent to be a consist- Whites or any other Culture effected by 
ence want to read the paper, not to ently thoughtful and insightful writer, this column. Simple graffiti that is 
spread hatred and make sweeping gen- with a keen intellectual slant. This arti- purely in a vandalistic form does not 
eralizations. Having racist graffitti on cle was an eye opener. To show the re- support a huge existence of Racism in 
the walls of certain washrooms is not verse side of racism as liberal exclusion, this Campus. Using such crude exam-
tolerable. When one of your staff mem- was a bullseye shot with incredible deft- pies from the selection that you had to 
bers were confronted with dissatisfac- ness. It was a perspective I had never work with, you have stirred up emotions 
tion in regards to the graffitti, the indi- seen, or considered. Kudo to the cou- that would otherwise never have arose. 
vidual responded by claiming that rageous and challenging layout of the Sure racism exists to a certain de-
maybe now administration may finally article. What good is action that does gree. It exists everywhere in one form 
be forced to paint the washroom walls. not generate reaction. I notice<j some- or other. However, instead of demon-
There are better ways of getting the ad- one was angry enough to pin this issue strating the positive aspect of how stu-
ministration to paint the washroom to the fourth floor bulletin board so that dents of different cultures that go to this 
walls. Finally I'd encourage students to the cover was in plain view. lndigna- college work and interrelate to each 
read the centrefold article before they tion even, Bravo! The recent issues of other either in class, library or on the 
pass judgement on the entire publica- The Other Press, particularly the body concourse, you focus your complete 
tion because the headlines are, as usual piercing and the current racism ish, ha.ve attention on isolated views. These views 
misleading media techniques. shown an adventurous and cohesive come from a few individuals. The key 
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reside resigns!!! 
Troy Townsend. above. and the letter he wrote to 
the students. staff. and faculty of Douglas College May 1. 
Dear Other Press: "We are the sun and the moon, dear "No, I am not wrong. Who I am Oh, Oh Niki Kaloudas, 
friend; we are sea and land. It is not our is right and I like the way I am, and I Your biases are showing. Why did 
the clash of cultures, realize The cover story of your April '95 purpose to become each other; it is to am going to tell you that I like it weather the notions of strength, or competition 
you can roam around the campus issue was grotesquely disturbing. I was recognize each other, to learn to see the you like it or not. I will not go extinct." as compared to or with men, slip into 
what was a competent and clear set in-
terview questions to women? Why must 
athletic and competitive women always 
be made to judge themselves, in physi-
cal female sports, with men as a yard-
stick of ability? Perhaps this was not 
your intentions, but as a writer you must 
any cui true threatening your surprised to see that there were no fur- other and honor him for what he is; each None of us are wrong as human 
1>n~~en~e<1 Individual, 
Bhullar 
It's nice to see an individual so 
tnc:entea with racism as well as our 
ther references or supporting statements the other's opposite and complement." beings; that's the big lie. That's the lie 
made about the comment sprawled on (Narcissus & Herman Hesse Golmund) that has stopped humans from enjoy-
the front page. Racism may have been Sincerely, ing our lives from day one. I could go 
present at Douglas Collage in the the One Love on forever about this e.g. parents tell-
past but now thanks to your ever so ing kids not to be themselves and to play 
enlightening observations, racist minds 
will be boiling in infuriating flames. 
Dear members of the LGBC (at DC surf by the "rules", but I'm not going to go 
on forever in this letter. 
club pub night, March 2nd) 
Bathroom graffiti is not the main C/O the Other Press Oh, I' II just say that when a per-
be responsible not only for what you 
write, but the impression it gives. What 
issue surrounding racism at D.C., how- son at>uses a person, it is a sure psy- these women demonstrate is focus, and R · · 1 th · That was the first pub night I've 
careers. aclsm IS an ug Y mg, ever the following equation is: missed and 1 believe it was serendipity chological sign that they are frustrated a healthy channelled aggression. The 
pretending it isn't there or buying a RACISM (hate) = INTOLERANCE that I wasn't there, because the events in their own lives and aren't living their weight question was so embarrassing, I 
of rose coloured glasses doesn't (segregation)+ IGNORANCE (lack of own beliefs and goals because if they do not even want to do anything more 
it go away or seem any prettier. that took place would really "done my knowledge) were, they would know better .... But I other thatn to acknowledge it was there. 
There is no real way oiftelling how head in." I am sorry that this happened, 
Intolerance is visible everyday in and I'm sorry that there is still such ig- guess that knowing that doesn't help Niki, don't look now, but I think your 
ldesnnead the views expressed in the 
are; it's funny how people don't 
to admit that stuff in public. We 
you're right, though. 
As for the way we dealt with the 
we tried to be impartial by print-
racist slurs out in the open 
all to see, we hope people will real-
how shameful they really are. 
the classroom where students segregate much when your a victim of their prob- slip is showing. 
norance in our community. I'll tell you 
themselves in their seating arrange- !ems. I guess all the best any of us can Arlene Buchan \P oY how I feel about the whole issue by us-
ments. Ignorance is evident in the pa- do is to keep having faith in future. ing Canadian History: 
per where students is evident in the Yours V. sincerely ~ e The native populations were told ~0 
comments made in the paper where all Mamie Williston OU \P\ 
that they were somehow wrong when " 
"brown" people are grouped as "Hin- ., ~ e • 
tpheenEedu?r.opeansshowedupandwhathap- ~\,..e~"'e' • \P~ .... I" e dus." Tolerance and acceptance of all 
1 
, \ 1 " k \ "" \ 
people will help ease the burden of dis- Their self-worth practically disap- :()~: \P~••lt! ~t crimination our society bears, however peared and many turned to alcoholism 
racism will never be solved or banished to blur the feelings: they bought the lie; 
as long as pride and jealousy stand in only now, in the 1990's, are natives, af-
the way. Racism is a state of mind that ter a long battle, saying ... 
can only be altered by its beholder. 
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Presidential hopefuls compete for DC title 
Final four candidates present college community with a plan for first 5 years of office 
by Paul Andrew 
Significant progress in the search hopefuls, four people, Brenda Cooke, Although Waters values the "rec-
for a president for Douglas College was John Waters, Dr. Susan Hunter-Harvey ognition and acceptance of change," he 
made the last week in April when the and Andrew Merlin were selected by the does not feel Douglas should change to 
final four candidates presented the col- Presidential Seach Committee to speak a university college capable of grant-
lege community with a plan outlining a to the community about what they ing university degrees. Waters cited the 
five year agenda in the event they are would do if appointed president of fact that local universities can already 
indeed chosen to Douglas College. do that, and Douglas College should 
be the future presi-
dent of Douglas. 
The public 
for~, or 
' colloquium ses-
"this process is a good way 
to find out how the 
perspective candidates 
would react under 
Brenda Cooke, remain the "respected community col-
who is currently lege it has striven to become." 
the president of Saturday morning at 10:00 the lee-
A s s i n i b o i n e ture theatre was once again full to hear 
Community Col- the presentation from Dr. Susan Hunter-
sions,' took place pressure," says Bob Buzza. lege in Brandon Harvey, the next presidential candidate. 
Friday evening Manitoba, was the Hunter has an impressive list of creden-
and Saturday first candidate of tials from universities across Canada, 
morning in a lecture theatre at the New the final four who was given a chance although she received her Ph.D. in Po-
Westminster Douglas College campus, to impress the audience with her ideal litical Science from the University of 
and was the fourth step in a rigorous atmosphere surrounding the post-sec- Hawaii. 
five step process which involved the ondary environment. The first thing When Hunter was asked how she 
College Board and the Presidential Cooke commented on was "the friendly would handle a major provincial budget 
Search Committeee. The Committee way she was recieved by everybody" cut, she answered by saying she would 
consists of personnel from various lev- when she first entered the DC campus. "confront the ministry responsible in 
el's within the college. Cooke focused on shared respon- Victoria first, rather than being pas-
Although the appointment of a sibility at the senior management level, sive," and simply accepting the cuts by 
president is not unusual, the process and suggested Douglas should have a dealing with them at the local level. 
Douglas is using is very demanding, "global approach" when considering the Hunter mentioned she has dealt with the 
involving a series of steps designed to future of education. During the ques- government in the past, and she does 
acknowledge the best candidates for the tion period, Cooke was thoughtful and not want to see "teacher burn-out," 
position. 
Bob Buzza, chairman of the search 
committee, feels this process is a good 
did not side-step the issues. caused by budget cuts in post-second-
The next candidate, John Waters, ary education. 
may already be known to some mem- Andrew Merlin, the last speaker of 
way to find out how the perspective hers of the college community in Brit- the final four presidential candidates, 
candidates would react under pressure. presented the audience with an imagi-
Current college President Bill Day will retire at the end of Au 
"The people who have survived all 
of this [selection process], and are now 
down to a final few, will have to make 
a presentation to the audience, and an-
swer questions and just demonstrate 
that he or she can in effect stand the 
Candidate Hunter does not 
nary evaluation as if he had already genuinely care about the present state The last step in this process 
want to see "teacher burn-
out," caused by budget cuts 
in post-secondary 
education. 
been president of the college for five of post-secondary education, and were have the College Board and the 
years. Mr.Merlin asked tough questions eager for the chance to begin imple- dential Search Comrnitteee co:mp,~ 
regarding structural developments in 
the college, acknowledging the fact 
Douglas has been going through a com-
menting individual strategies at the 
presidential level. 
Afterward, 
heat...and can handle themselves effec- prehensive restructuring process in- Bob Buzza, chair-
"Even when we do come 
down to the fmal 
tively,'' Buzza explained. volving all levels of administration. He man of the Presi- candidate, the negotiations 
may not go well, and we 
would have to move on to 
the next in line," says 
Buzza. 
The final four candidates had a ish Columbia. Waters is currently the answered this challeng by saying he dential Search 
hectic weekend as they were expected Dean of Academic Studies at Capilano would be "ready to look at any area's Comrnitteee, added 
to meet with the College Board as well College in North Vancouver, and has of concern to the staff," concerning a somber remark to 
as give a presentation to the college also worked at Douglas in the past. structural changes. put things in per-
community on the same day. Waters suggested "if a good presi- Merlin also mentioned he would spective. 
The college received over 100 in- dent does his job well, he would not "like to listen to what the students say,'' "Even when 
quiries for the presidential post, and even be noticed on campus," and that regarding administrative structural we do come down to the final candi-
after reviewing a number of applications would leave time for a president to as- changes at Douglas. date, the negotiations may not go well, on until the end of August, when he 
and interviewing several presidential sume a teaching role within the college. 
Funky Funk Night 
2 for 1 Cover -
Thursdays Only 
Valid until 11 :OOpm 
6669 Kingsway, Burnaby 
All four candidates seemed to and we would have to move on to the retire. 
genuinely care about the present state next in line,'' he said. 
Nevv classrooms for September 
College leases office space for overflow student 
by Kevin Sallows projected amount. I 
think we'll be well 
Douglas College has struck a deal under that," Leonard 
with Imperial Deluxe Apartments to continued. 
lease vacant office space to facilitate the The $1 7 5 000 pro-
overflow of new students until the com-
pletion of the new Pinetree campus in 
Maple Ridge. 
jection is included in 
the approximately 
$280 000 two-year 
The Ministry of Skills, Training lease and will be 
and Labour approved a proposal for a paid back to the col-
two-year lease effective from January lege. "It's a very 
1, 1995 until December 31, 1996 at 737 good lease hold im-
Camarvon, the space opposite the south provement for the The new space, directly across fromthe 
side of Douglas' main campus. College," Leonard parking garages. 
Director of facilities, Terry said. 
Leonard, stated, "What we were look- In the approximately 10 000 tician. [It] starts in September." 
ing at, including taxes, was about $140 square feet, including hallways, bath-
000 a year." 
Tenant Improvements (T.I.) to the 
space are being paid for by the owner 
rooms etc., there will be four large class-
rooms and three small classrooms. 
"What is actually being booked in 
"Operational hours on this 
here, from what I understand ... will 
more like ... 8-4 [p.m.]," said Leonan 
The new facility has yet to 
and will probably be finished sometime here, at this time I couldn't tell you. The named but will be open for the Septe1 
next month. only one that I know of that's been a ber 1995 semester. 
"The T.l. is $175 000, that's the designated area .. .is the dispensing/op-
ay 1995 The Other Press 5 
BC supreme court involved in Douglas election 
Tarren Mckay and the Douglas 
ollege student Society have been kept 
sy lately handling appeals from dis-
ntled candidates in the recent 1995 
ring election. 
In a surprise move newly elected 
niversity Transfer (UT) Representa-
e Zach Zacharias has filed an offi-
at appeal to "overturn the decision of 
e Chief Returning Officer [CRO] to 
rrnit the Douglas College Student 
ection to be valid." The appeal dis-
tes the validity ofthe entire election, 
Election problems continue for student CRO 
by Paul Andrew 
were elected to take office this fall, al-
lege "several decisions made by the 
CRO resulted in the illegality of [the] 
election," and has listed no fewer than 
five 'standing rules' he claims were vio-
lated by the Student Society as guide-
lines for the Spring election. 
The document submitted by 
Zacharias alleges the Student Society 
have "threatened the integrity of 
Douglas College Student Society 
and the election process" by having 
a Student Society employee in the 
position of handling ballots of cur-
rent or would be employers. 
Although this suggests a con-
flict of interest on the part of the 
DCSS, the document submitted by 
nominees were not posted until the day 
polling began. The appeal specifies nomi-
nees for vacant positions must be posted 
seven days prior to the day polling begins. 
Zacharias feels other candidates were 
not given a fair chance in the election, cit-
ing the fact when only one ballot is re-
ceived for any position, the membership 
should be allowed to approve or disap-
sed on several decisions made by the breached it's own constitutional bylaws Zacharias concedes there are no con- prove of that nominee. 
0, Tarren McKay. by closing nominations early, which flict of interest guidelines to follow "That's the yes/no vote thing," he 
The move comes after Troy denied the right of at least one indi- for the 1995 Spring election. said. " For instance if there's only one 
wnsend and his sll!J.e Qf executive vidual to participate in the Spring elec- The appeal also cites improper person running for a position ... you need a 
didates were disqualified for alleg- tion. balloting for the Business Rep. Po- choice whether you want [that person] in 
ly violating college campaigning di- The appeal also claims a breach of sition, a violation in Closed Program there or not, you need to have a yes box or 
ctives. election autonomy because a Student voting, and a detailed description a no box on the ballots, and they were in-
Zacharias, who headed a slate of Society employee was appointed as a claiming the bylaw for the posting correctly printed up, with only just a yes 
ne UT representatives, seven of which Deputy Returning Officer, and may of nominees was violated when the vote," Zacharias explained. 
'The incorrect ballots sort of ran 
across the board," he added. "I'm fairly 
confident we'll win the appeal." 
Meanwhile, Troy Townsend and 
his slate of executive candidates who 
were disqualified from the Spring 
Election, have petitioned the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia with 
affidavits stating they were not 
responsible for advertising which 
appeared in the Other Press, a move 
that ultimately disqualified the entire 
slate of executives. Jimmy MaClaren 
and Sarah Roberts have also filed 
affidavits with the BC Supreme Court. 
No official ruling has been 
reached yet by the Student Society 
appeals committee concerning these 
issues. Mckay said she will be ready to 
give a statement as soon as all meet-
ings are completed. 
ollege board re-defines plagiarism/cheating 
ary level. 
'The policy was a little abstract in 
Students enrolled in the Summer some ways," McKendry said." The new 
mester at DC should take heed if they policy, when you compare the two, is a 
considering to be less than honest little bit clearer. The policy has been 
exams this term. changed from 'plagiarism and cheating' 
The College Board at Douglas has to 'academic dishonesty' so it covers 
ade revisions to the existing policy so any and all those kinds of things," he 
at it gives department heads definite continued. 
idelines when an incident of cheat- McKendry stressed there has been 
g occurs. no sudden increase in cheating on ex-
The policy, now referred to as ams and essays this year, other than the 
cademic Dishonesty,' is specific and normal amount that comes up every 
ves little room for error when a stu- school year. However, there has been 
ntis suspected of being less than bon- more emphasis over the past year to 
t on his or her test or essay. notify students of the penalties for aca-
John McKendry, a member of the demic dishonesty. 
ucation coun~l here at DC, says the The College Board defines pla-
licy has been revised because of lack giarism as "the deliberate formal pres-
larity. He also says the old policy entation or submission of the research, 
y have been impractical for the com- words, ideas, illustrations or diagrams 
"tive atmosphere at the post-second- of others as one's own without citation 
or credit." Cheating, on the other various penalties are that might be as-
hand, comes in many forms, and is sessed against a student or students." 
generally creative in nature. If you The new policy stresses there are dif-
happen to lean back and stretch dur- ferent degrees of plagiarism and "consid-
ing that 3 hour exam, and your pa- ered judgment is required" when an in-
per is "deliberately exposed," that is structor is evaluating whether a student is 
considered cheating. And the "re- guilty of intentional plagiarism, or is sim-
submission of one's own work for ply too naive to use proper documenta-
which credit has already been tion or citation on an essay. 
granted in another course," is also If a student is accused of academic 
considered cheating. dishonesty, and wishes to dispute the 
'There were a number of peo-
ple that concluded there was becom-
ing an awful lot more 
competition .. .in the instructional 
environment, to gain admission to 
courses where a certain level of aca-
demic performance is required," 
McKendry said. 
'There's been a general agree-
ment that the policy should be clari-
fied and tightened up ... and what the 
charge, he or she must go through the col-
lege's appeal process to defend him/her-
self. 
The 'student appeals' committee is 
made up of the college registrar, one fac-
ulty member, one administrative member 
and one Douglas College student. 
The procedure states "the student 
must first attempt to resolve the issue 
through an informal process." This means 
the parties involved, usually the student 
in question, along with the instructor 
and the respective department head, are 
encouraged to reach an agreement with-
out pursuing a formal hearing. If an 
agreement cannot be reached, the stu-
dent must then conduct his or her ap-
peal with the help of a college councilor 
or Student Society Ombudsperson. 
A first offense for cheating will 
result in a failing grade on a test or for 
the entire course, and may cause a stu-
dent to be expelled from the college. A 
student who has been found guilty of a 
second offense will be permanently ex-
pelled from the college. There are 3,000 
students on campus this semester. 
We will be following this story with an 
article concerning the problems one 
paricu/ar DC student is having regard-
ing an appeal of her final grade. 
tanford educator visits Douglas College 
For the past two years Douglas 
liege has been involved in a 'Portfo-
Pilot Project' designed to evaluate 
d improve the level of instruction at 
post-secondary level. The project 
as initially expected to accommodate 
to twenty instructors, but quickly 
ew to facilitate sixty participants in 
e college community. 
The portfolio project was co-
unded by Gilles Malnarich from the 
structional Media Services at Doug-
s, and has been operating with the co-
ration of Dr. Lee 
as a form of scholarship," he explained. 
Shulman is involved in the study 
along with twelve other American post-
secondary institutions, and his research 
seems to center on three major areas of 
education. 
First, the instructor is expected to 
develop a list of priorities for improve-
ment in a course they enjoy teaching. 
The second step is to observe a teach-
ing colleague in a classroom setting, or 
simply exchange video's of a class for 
evaluation. The next step is to look at 
ulman, a profes-
r of psychology at 
nford University 
student progress, 
and provide it as 
evidence of how the 
"The main point of 
concern is that we know so 
little about what's course may be im-proved, and also to 
happening in classrooms," see whether or not 
California. 
"We asked Dr. 
ulman to come to 
ouglas and give us 
Shulman said. students are actu-
ally absorbing what 
update of the 
ogress of the project in the United 
ates," Malnarich explained. 
Shulman's research involves peer 
is being discussed 
in the classroom. 
"We ask students to evaluate our 
teaching every time we teach," Shulman 
aluation as a way for teachers to im- says. 
ove the quality of classroom educa- Shulman is regarded as a leader in 
on. his field, and believes post-secondary 
'The main point of concern is that education could be more effective ifthe 
e know so little about what's happen- instruction was evaluated on a regular 
g in classrooms," Shulman said. 
eaching remains this private interac-
on between moderately consenting 
ults, and therefore never gets treated 
basis. 
"Solitude leads to teaching that has 
a lower probability to become better," 
Shulman says. 
The portfolios, which have now 
been completed by the instructors 
who participated in the project, will 
provide a basis for investigating 
whether they can be used to identify 
the required credentials for future 
instructors of Douglas College. 
I 
I 
"The main I 
point ~f 1 concern IS! 
i that we know 1 
so little aboutl 
whafs 
happening in 
the 
classroom," 
Dr. Lee Shulman, 
Professor of Education 
and Psychology at , 
Stanford Universty in~· 
California 
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Critical Mass takes to the streets 
Bicycle People rally advocates better access for Vancouver cyclists 
Photos and story by Niki Kaloudas without leaving space for anyone else. 
Vancouver is a classic example of We are walled in with no access to get 
a city which does not encourage en vi- in or out on bike, if we take the trains 
ronmentally sustainable methods of 
transportation. Everything in the city 
seems-to be designed to facilitate car 
use. Paths for cyclists throughout the 
city are erratic, sporadic and often quite 
treacherous for anyone brave enough to 
use them. 
The Bicycle People are a cycling 
advocacy group working to raise pub-
lic awareness of these issues. They feel 
that safer and more efficient bike paths 
would drastically increase the number 
of commuters who cycle to work. 
Right now cyclist commuters are 
discouraged because access to the 
downtown core is restricted. None of 
the bridges into the city are designed to 
accommodate cyclists. 
Member Guy Wera feels that city 
engineers have forgotten about cyclists 
in their planning. "Right now there is a 
Berlin style wall around Vancouver. or tunnels we get a fine." 
There is no bridge access for cyclists. In order to accomplish their goal 
organizes a bicycle rally on the last not holding up traffic, we are a part of 
Wednesday of every month. 
This April's rally focused attention 
on the fact that the 
traffic. We're just going for a ride." 
What the Bicycle People are say-
ing makes a lot of sense. It is impossi-
City of Vancouver ble to encourage people to use environ-
recently spent millions mentally friendly methods of transpor-
of dollars renovating tation when an efficient and safe infra-
the Granville Street structure does not exist. Critical Mass 
bridge but made no rallies are helping to make sure that 
changes to accommo- city engineers, politicians and the pub-
date cyclists. lie are aware of this. 
On Wednesday As Wera says, 
about 150 people from "We need some air, 
all walks of life turned there's cars every-
out to enjoy a ride in where. All the 
the warm spring sun- bridges are for cars, 
shine. From grand-pa we would like to have 
on his roller-blades to one for people. If 
small kids in baby there was better 
seats, all took to the access for commut-
streets to advocate ers, thousands would 
clear air and less cars. be biking and not 
The group feels driving. Right now 
that it is important to no one is doing it 
stress the fact that they are not trying to cause it's too 
interfere with traffic in staging the dangerous." 
Critical Mass Rides 
are on the last 
Wednesday of each 
month. Meet at 3:00 
in Robson Square 
in front of the 
Art Gallery. 
Cars have taken over all the bridges of a car free Burrard bridge, the group Critical Mass rides. They argue, "We're 
Think globally, _bike locally 
Our Community Bikes! is BEST solution for air quality problems 
By Niki Kaloudas The geography of the Greater Van- forced to breathe these toxic fumes day Lower Mainland by one-quarter by bikes. The cost is $5 per hour to 
couver region makes it particularly sus- in and day out. 1997, and by one-half by the year their tools and stand and $10 per 
Take a deep breath. What do you 
ceptible to severe air pollution episodes. 
smell? Spring flowers? The Pacific 
Pollutants are hemmed in by the moun- "Greater Vancouver experiences a level feels that drastic changes in our attitudes 
ocean,? Rich forests? Unfortunately 
tains which surround us and we are 
Geographer Susan Smythe agrees. 2000." Admittedly ambitious, the group 
of ozone pollution found in much larger and lifestyles are necessary now, before and are also used for cycling <>rt,mr"rj 
these days the most common answer to 
cities such as Los Angeles, Athens and it's too late. OCB! manager Jill Chrysler 
S Tokyo. Although Vancouver is less BEST supports systems which that it is important for people to 0 industrialized than these other move people, not cars. They advocate J ~ urban centers with a much altemati ve methods of transport such as to people who come in here with 
"'( h smaller population, its carpooling, using transit and commut- that are just trashed .. .it is a vehicle, ~~~g:~~~:§~:~~;D'- ~\a\ly ter either. ft._,~ 
Data for 1993 ~~ -:::·:-
shows that I mil-
lion motor vehi- ,.,;. 
cles make 3.5 ~-
million trips o · · 
o v e r 
Greater ~ 
Vanc~u- -~ 
ver s -..: 
r o a d s fl!l!il' 
each c 
d a y . 
Private w 
auto-
m o -
b i I e s 
account )lit 
for a~- ,A\ 
prOXI- ~ 
mately ....... J ~~i:. w~~h ~ 
the predicted 6l 
doublingofthe ;.a 
population of "' 
Greater Vancou-
ver within the next 
thirty years,air pollu-
tion is going to reach a cri-
sis point unless we take action 
DO\\. 
~ ~, topographic settin.g ing by bike. must do maintenance." 
encourages alf They see bikes as an especially Doing it yourself is not di 
pollution." effective method of transportation in and many people find it very rew 
The seri- Vancouver. BEST argues that in big in g. Chrysler says "The mechanics 
~ ou~ness. of t~e urban centers it is often faster to travel are really quite simple. Fixing your 
~ Situation m by bike than it is to drive. Any of us bike can be empowering because 
"¥'. Vancouver who have been miserably stuck in rush don't have to fork over the money 
~ is forcing hour traffic while we watch bikes go someone else to do it." 
-,lfl' us to con- flying by can attest to the truth of this Doing it yourself can save 
• A sider al- statement. money too. The average price for a 
V' temative While being good for the environ- tune up in Vancouver is around $3 
..... methods ment and good for you, BEST argues Chrysler estimates that at OCB !, 
W of trans- that our mild climate in Vancouver al- mechanic's instruction, a tune up 
0 p o r t a- lows for cycling all year round. Com- take 2 hours at a cost of $20, and t i o n muter cyclists can take advantage of this 
..... w h i c h and in doing so can also be working to- time. 
-.... are en vi- wards preserving the environment. By making bikes more 
~ ronmen- One of BEST's projects to help to the public, OCB! is helping to 
ft 1 tally sus- them achieve their ambitious goal is Our duce the crushing volume of cars 
.., tainable. Community Bikes! (OCB!) which op- jam Vancouver streets daily. 
~ B e t t e r crates out of 197 E. 17th in Vancouver. Hopefully efforts such as 
~ En vi ron- This non-profit community bike shop will keep Vancouver skies from 
0 • m e n t a I I y helps to promote the use of bikes by looking like those of Athens or Sound Trans- making them accessible and affordable Angeles. Public participation is 
portation (BEST) for everyone. 
is a group dedicated The OCB! shop serves as a center Do we choose to leave our 
to improving the qual- for raising cycling awareness and is dren a city suffocated by a blanket c 
ity of life in Greater Van- staffed by volunteers. OCB! accepts smog ... or do we want them to breath 
couver by promoting environ- bikes and parts by donation which they and live in clean air? 
mentally responsible forms of then refurbish and sell. 
transportation. The shop also offers a place where OCB! is open from 12:00 to 5:00 dail 
Their goal is "To decrease the the public can go to work on their own and can be reached at 879-BIKE 
number of trips made by car in the 
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Pedal Pushers: .The Wheel Story 
The OP Goes In Search of the Perfect Cycle 
Purchasing a bicycle can be a confusing 
and costly endeavour. John Quayle, owner of 
Commercial Drive Cycle, was gracious 
enough to fill me in on a few 
details to look for. 
by Laura Pettie 
$$$$$$$ • 
If you're buying new, you can 
count on getting what you pay for. It is 
possible to buy a bike for $100-250, but 
can be repaired or replaced. 
You can also look for a 
'chromoly' frame at this price range. 
don't plan on it lasting very long. Chromium is an alloy of steel which is 
This price range will get you a steel stronger and lighter. This helps to mini-
frame which is heavy and steel wheel mize unnecessary weight and increase 
rims which are not very practical in riding efficiency. Look for the sticker 
terms of braking in the rain. This could that says "full chromoly" though, if the 
be a problem. sticker doesn't use the word full chances 
Bikes in this range also tend to be are only parts of the frame have that fea-
constructed in a manner that precludes 
replacement of parts, so when it breaks 
ture. 
For those with longer commutes 
it stays broken. or who are looking for an investment 
$300-500 is a prime place to look in terms of resale value, there are more 
for a medium use commuter bike. In expensive bikes. The performance and 
this range you can expect a lighter weight of a bike tend to improve incre-
aluminum frame, cantilever breaks, and mentally with price, but _know your 
a generally longer lifespan since parts means! 
Gear 
The first thing you need is of good light which should come with a 
course a helmet. Helmets are not re- lifetime warranty. Anything between 
quired by law, but as John so aptly men- these two ranges is not cost effective. 
tioned, "How cool are you going to look A good lock is also important un-
. in the vegetable ward?" less you have stellar karma, which some 
The fit of your helmet is very im- claim to possess. For the rest of us, a 
portant for safety, and if you want pro- U-lock is a good buy, although keep in 
tection from serious high impact situa- mind that a larger shackle equals more 
tions, look for a helmet made with Gset room for leverage to break it. 
foam. My CD Cycle source showed me If you have quick release wheels 
the spot on his helmet where he was and want to keep them, one way to pro-
knocked off of his bike by way of a head teet yourself is with a "rhino cable", 
to tree collision and there was barely a which you can run through the wheels 
dent. and frame and attach to aU-lock. 
Another good thing to see is the 
SNELL approval sticker. SNELL is a 
private firm which adds their approval 
to helmets which meet strict safety 
standards. 
The law requires that your bike be 
equipped with a light if it will be on the 
road after dark. You can spend $20-25 
on a standard beacon light that will 
make you seen and will probably be 
useless in a year or so, but at least you 
won't be out a lot of money. 
If you want a light that will last, 
John says that your best bet is to jump 
right up to $150 or more and invest in a 
Special clothing is, of course, op-
tional, but some things do have their 
advantages. A good pair of biking 
shorts have padding for comfort and 
allow unrestricted movement. Cloth-
ing with a Lycra/cotton blend is soft and 
easy to wear, and a wool blend provides 
good warmth. 
For those planning to brave the 
elements (such as they are here in Van-
couver), there are winter face covers and 
headbands with ear covers, as well as 
neoprene booties to keep your feet 
warm. 
Tires: Tread Lightly! 
An open tread, or in layperson's 
terms, a tire with big nubbies, looks cool 
but really isn'"t necessary unless you're 
planning on some serious off-road us-
age. 
A centre-beam tire, or one with a 
bare strip down the centre and treads 
on either side, is much more efficient 
on the road, and is also functional for 
off-road riding if you let a little air out. 
Contrary to popular myth, a bare 
tire is actually better in wet conditions 
than a tire with treads, since there is 
more rubber in contact with the surface 
of the ground. According to John, you'd 
have to be going 100-120 km/hr to hy-
droplane on a bike with bare tires. That 
could take some practice. 
Service With A Smile 
When it comes to retailers, expect price of the bike, so it's a good idea to 
to get access to free basic maintenance ask. 
advice from the store you've given your Some of the retailers in Vancou-
money to. If you're buying used, many ver offer maintenance courses, and you 
places will take a quick look at the bike can also find courses through groups 
for you and give you their opinion on such as Cycling BC and Our Commu-
the deal. nity Bikes. 
Any good retailer will also offer a Last but not least, don't forget your 
service warranty on the bikes they sell. "One Less Car" stickers! 
Some sell it at an additional cost and 
others integrate the warranty into the 
.. 
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Rope Not Dope 
lnd_ustrial Hemp Returns to Canadian Market 
by Laura Pottie 
The word "hemp" usually conjures 
images of kids smoking pot, but these 
chlorine, a highly toxic chemical, to strongest natural fiber currently known. 
remove it. Clothing made with hemp fiber is a bet-
Hemp plants on the other hand, ter insulator and blocks out UV rays 
ter puts peanut butter to shame for nu-
tritional value." 
in employment, since growing hemp 
requires more person la~our than does 
forest management. 
days its come to mean something totally contain only a small amount of lignin, better than cotton. 
Hemp plants are also an environ-
mentally friendly crop. Hemp grown Industrial hemp is currently being 
different. 
Hemp has 
always been used 
for a multitude of 
purposes world-
wide, ancJ.Canadi-
ans are finally 
jumping on the 
bandwagon. 
Industrial 
hemp has one im-
portant distinction 
from cannabis 
grown for mari-
juana: It doesn ' t 
have anywhere 
near the same 
amount of THC, 
which is the 
psychoactive 
property in 
marijuana that 
causes one to feel 
"stoned." 
Marijuana 
.... t
·-liS .... , 
·~; 
·-.. {~5-
··-•;;::)C~ ._., 
~··j; .. 
,.., ... 
\'It .It) 
typically contains anywhere from 3 -
25% THC, whereas industrial hemp 
contains only I% or less. You couldn't 
get high on it if you smoked a thousand 
joints. 
The environmental benefits of us-
ing hemp products over others are hard 
to deny. For instance, hemp fiber pro-
duces four times the amount of paper 
per acre as wood pulp, and the hemp 
plant matures in 100 days, as opposed 
and it can be extracted using hydrogen The Doukhobors used to pass on in North America requires no pesti- farmed in China, France, Great Britain, 
cides, and since the plant grows so tall Poland, Romania, Slovenia and Spain. 
MODERN USES FOR HEMP ~ 
r;,.-.,.......,<>..,~. 
1)1( - .. -l>oqo 
lut RVid I )> , ......... ..., 
""'i>w' e:ntn(RrJ:ll-lwt.o~trtcmd-+1:::.::~~. 
•ft'i.!W~! • I:MWU C'f "~~-~ •U~J0:1 • S...:.M.IIw .. ~6t-.. 
__ <.,..'""""".1m •'aH !:J~'S.~ Wfl'~tiVII~ .. ~'Io trot".Clll~ .,. IQ.li.. MI~ 
·------·-------------------~ 
peroxide, which is much less harmful their hemp fiber overalls to their grand-
to the environment when released as children, a testament to hemp's longev-
waste. ity. 
Hemp paper is also acid-free, Hemp plants and seeds are also 
which extends its shelf life up to 1500 being used in cosmetics. Hemp seed 
years. Tree pulp paper decays and yel- oil helps the body heal by moisturiz-
lows after only 100 years or so. Today, ing, and when combined with other 
all Master ' s theses must be submitted herbs can help heal minor skin irrita-
on hemp paper because of its longev-
ity. 
tions and cuts. 
Hemp seed is also used in the same 
One of the big issues today is the way as soy to produce oils, non-dairy 
so quickly, it shades out weeds and thus Its benefits are being studied in Aus-
requires no herbicides. tralia, Germany, Hungary, the Nether- · 
The hemp leaves are rich in nitro- lands, Russia and the United States. 
gen and can be used as an organic ferti- Canada issued its first hemp farm-
lizer and help to condition the soil to ing license in over 40 years in 1994 to 
reduce crop rotation times. 
Processing hemp and manufactur-
ing products from its fibers requires no 
retooling to existing equipment, provid-
ing a viable alternative to our existing 
paper and textile industries which are 
rife with environmental degradation .. 
In addition, a transfer from a pri-
marily forest based paper industry to 
hemp based would result in a net gain 
Hempline Inc., who was allowed to 
plant 10 acres in Ontario. 
The Saskatchewan and BC 
governments are currently accepting 
applications to farm industrial hemp, 
and the Liberal party has introduced 
legislation to lift the federal ban on 
hemp production. 
to trees which take anywhere from 50- drive towards recycling and using re- cheese, milk and ice cream, and can be 
500 years to mature. cycled products, including paper. processed into flour. The seed contains 
Most plants used for pulp contain Hemp paper can be recycled up to seven 25% protein, is high in calcium and vi-
lignin, a sinuous substance which must times because of its strength, whereas tamin A, and is reputedly easier to di-
be removed before paper can be pro- tree paper can only be recycled three gest than soy. 
duced. times. According to Udo Erasmus, Ph.D. 
Most trees contain a high amount Industrial hemp use is not limited and author of The Complete Guide to 
of this substance and require the use of to paper however. Hemp fiber is the Fats and Oils in Nutrition, "Hemp but-
A small store with big plans 
Environment and tree friendly business off to a good start 
by Laura Pottie manufacturing in BC which would have Company's contributions to the hemp 
When Keith Lambert tasted a multiple positive effects on the local industry, they're also providing their 
honey and hemp seed treat a year and a economy, as well as bringing the prod- customers with the same opportunity by 
half ago, he liked it so much he decided uct down to a very affordable price. For donating a percentage of sales to the 
to find out more. This interest devel- instance, a pair of jeans would cost Hemp Industries Alliance. 
oped into Canadian Cannabis Company, $40." According to Thon, " If Canada 
Vancouver's newest hemp products Currently a pair of hemp fiber doesn't get on the ball and realize the 
store. jeans at Canadian Cannabis Company potential, Europe will be too far ahead 
Lambert, along with his partner 
and friend of twenty years, Jason Thon, 
researched the industry possibilities to-
gether. Now they've got their own store 
with everything from handbags to hik-
ing boots, all made from hemp. 
costs $70. of us for us to catch up. 
In addition to selling finished 'They're already two to three years 
products, Canadian Cannabis Company ahead of us in cultivating and manu-
sells hemp fabrics which they buy back facturing technologies." 
The company motto is "Hemp So-
lutions for World Problems." 
as a finished product. 
"We'd like to practice what we 
preach", says Thon. "We'll buy back 
quality products from local artisans and 
Canadian Cannabis Company has sell them." 
only been open for a week, but Lam- The two men have big plans for 
bert estimates they've already had ap- the hemp products industry in Canada, 
proximately.l500 people in to check it and have joined forces with the Hemp 
out. Industries Alliance, an organization 
The stuff isn ' t cheap, because they which is, among other things, lobbying 
currently have to import everything they Ottawa for the legalization of industrial 
sell, but Thon hopes all that will change. hemp farming. 
"The Canadian Cannabis "We'd like to see a house built 
Company believes in bioregional eco- entirely out of hemp products, includ-
nomics," he said. ing the insulation." saysThon. 
"We plan to start farming and In addition to Canadian Cannabis 
Hopefully we won't have to run 
out of trees like Europe did before we 
catch on too. 
Canadian Cannabis Company 
is located at 
702 Columbia St, 
New Westminster, 
and is open 
Sunday to Wednesday 11-7, 
Thursday to Saturday 11-11 . 
MURDER ON THE FRASER ! 
It was a dark and stormy mid-winter night in a small Georgian town. Actually, it was a warm, sunny Spring night on the 
Fraser River; a minor detail that a student journalist / detective wouldn't bother to take note of. 
TheM. V. Native Paddlewheeler set sail from the Westminster Quay on Friday, April 28 at precisely 6 pm, sometime in the 
late 1970's. Me and my two associates were ready to take on any story that could have come our way. My one associate, Vivienne, 
was new to this sort of scene, but was eager to learn. My other, Scott, had a keen eye for detail through his camera lens. Both 
played an intricate role that night. I, myself, am an expert on media spontaneity and am always prepared for sifting through 
chaos to get the goods on the story 
Everything seemed alright on the outside (although most things do) but we boarded the boat with our eyes peeled, just in 
case. We got a tip from an anonymous caller saying that something was going to happen on the cruise that "would be of interest 
to the media.• It's too bad the tip came via voice mail, or I would _have persuaded the caller to talk more. 
We decided to check. it out. It's a good thing we did, because without our help, the mystery couldn't have been completely 
solved. Right about now, you're asking yourself "what mystery?" No, I'm not a psychic. I JUSt have the basic idea as to how 
to write a tacky murder mystery story. Yep, that was it, a murder mystery. Yes folks, the world is getting worse every day. 
There was a murder on the Fraser River. 
~t was The Love Boat, complete with the cast and crew. Vivienne and I were immediately annoyed by Julie (Chelle Tanner) 
with her fake smile and constant cheerfulness. Issac (Randy Tjart) was ready to give a hip high-five, while Captain Stubing 
(Daryl Ducharme) studiously stood in the receiving line to greet the new batch of travelers. 
Guests wandered around until dinner was served in the lower cabin, which was when Jack (Jaime Sedler), the ship ' s singer, 
sang the theme song for The Love Boat. "Take a course for adventure,• he unknowingly foreshadowed ; " ... there's something for 
everyone ... • he continued. I noticed that Vicki Stubing (Tracy Swaile) sneered and rolled her eyes, as she's always done , 
because she hates his singing. Oddly enough, a short time later, while Swedish guest stars ABBA were performing, Jack was 
found dead in the upper cabin. His microphone was clutched in his blackened hands and water was spilled all around. I wrote 
it off as an electrocution, but I knew it wasn't an accident. I was watching that young Stubing girl. 
ABBA (Ryan Dawskiba, Yolanda Buchan, Erin Beatty, Justin Gilbert), upset by the disturbance, temporarily refrained from 
performing, which began the taunting by the other guest group, Sonny and Cher (Jim Preston, Lana Dubyk). Cher was particularly 
nasty towards the two female singers of ABBA. This tension and aggression was duly noted in my suspect list. 
At the table right next to ours, Vicki asked her father, the Captain, to help her with her Science homework. Not knowing 
much about Science, he passed it off to Doc (Aaron Johnston), who, medically speaking, knew a lot about it. Doc proceeded to 
ask which area of Science she needed help in. With a look of estranged love in her eyes, she rose from her chair and exclaimed 
"Chemistry!• I thought it was nice to see a bit of puppy love romance during a night of mayhem. 
Captain Stubing then gave Vicki a birthday gift for her 15th birthday. It was a bottle of perfume and a microcassette 
recorder. Things seemed to be going well with only one murder to solve, until Julie sang 'Happy Birthday' to the birthday girl. 
Issac brought Julie a glass of water to moisten her throat, but Julie fell over dead before much of the song croaked from her 
throat. I immediately tagged Issac for poisoning the water, but he assured everyone that he was innocent. Doc, who had just 
admitted he was in love with Julie, was crushed. His true love has died right before his eyes and nothing could have brought 
her back now. 
The pace quickened, as did everyone's pulse. Questions and accusations were flying through the air towards all members of 
the crew when suddenly two members of ABBA fell over dead in their seats. For a total of four deaths, this was quite an 
interesting night. More questions were asked while more accusations were made. 
I conferenced with my two associates and was determined to sort out this mess. We weighed out each possibility and just 
when we thought we had the answer, the night took another sharp turn. No, it wasn't another murder. Captain Stubing stepped 
forward and said, "For the sake of my ship, I take full responsibility for all of the murders.• My fellow cruisers and I gasped 
as the Captain thanked the remaining crew members and said goodbye. 
Finally, Vicki- little innocent Vicki, who I've had my eye on all evening- came forward to surrender because she couldn't 
let her father take the blame for her selfish actions. 
All of our questions were answered in her passionate monologue. Vicki first explained Jack's death. She never did like his 
singing and just couldn't handle him anymore. So, when no one else was on the upper deck, she asked him to gurgle The Love Boat 
theme song and he eventually electrocuted himself as she kept asking him to put the mike closer and closer. 
Next, she told everyone how Julie died. She had an unrequited love for Doc, who already professed his love for Julie . It 
was a simple tyrannical obsession at it's worst. She put a chemical in the perfume bottle and sprayed it on Julie. It 
eventually went into her blood stream and killed her. This was one of the nifty things she learned in her Chemistry class. 
Finally, she held up her new microcassette recorder with a Swedish conversation by the members of ABBA , which she fully 
understood, thanks to her Swedish class. (The things kids learn at school these days, eh?) The conversation was a conspiracy 
to take over The Love Boat and turn it into a Norwegian Cruise Line for their own benefit. She couldn't let that happen to her 
father's ship, so she murdered two of them to disable the plans. 
As the Paddlewheeler docked at the Westminster Quay, I patted Vivienne and Scott on the back for a job well done. They 
helped solve the murders and contributed to a damn good story. 
Suddenly I heard a ringing in my ears. Maybe it was nothing. But maybe, just maybe, it was my instincts telling me there 
was another anonymous caller with another tip for the next story. I'll take on the case. 
Here's lookin' at you, theatre kids! 
Cruisers enjoyed the theatrical fiasco that unraveled before their eyes. Even more so they enjoyed solving the mystery 
before Vicki surrendered. Prizes were awarded for the most correct answers, the most creative answers, and for the most 
creative costume, since attendees were encouraged to dress in 70's garb. 
College President Bill Day urged attendees to drink up. Not only did this make for an interesting night, but profits from 
alcohol sales went to scholarship funds for theatre students. 
This was the third and most successful murder mystery party put on by the Douglas College Theatre Program. Surely, plans are 
in the making for next year's murders, since they will have to think hard to top this one . 
-33-
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A guide to the Student Services Office 
by Scott Simmer 
.,.. 
Lots of things around Douglas College may seem a 
little slow during the Summer Semester, but the Student 
Services Office is wide open for business. 
Student Services, located in room 2700 (can't miss 
it in the concourse adjacent to the DCSS) has much to 
offer the Douglas College student. It's the best place in 
the college to answer your questions: 
What am I going to do for a career? 
\Vhat am I duing in school'? 
I'm having personal problems and it's 
screwing up my grades, what do I do? 
What programs arc a,:ailable at Douglas, and 
which one will get me a job'! 
What courses do I need to take to get into 
<name your university here>? 
How do I find help in getting a work 
placement'? 
Student Services answers these and many more 
questions about your life as a student at Douglas College. 
Many people have poked their head in the door and seen 
students busily whisking through university calendars 
and transfer guides. Student Services maintains a 
current selection of literature and calendars of 
universities and colleges across Canada, the US and the 
world. So if your final plans at Douglas are to leave it 
smoking in the dust on your way to a 'higher' place of 
learning, drop by and scan this wall of valuable 
resources. 
School calendars are definitely not the only items 
available at Student Services. Most students at Douglas 
plan to one day (hopefully!) find themselves a neato 
job doing just what they always dreamed of doing. 
Student Services is designed to help you find that job. 
Also nicely catalogued for student viewing are 
books, tapes and videos containing huge amounts of 
information for thousands of careers. As well, you have 
a video station and an 
audio station for quietly 
checking these tapes and 
videos out in privacy. 
A series of audio 
cassettes and a shelf of 
pamphlets are your key 
to information about 
Douglas' programs. Sit 
down and listen to a tape 
about the Computer In-
formation Systems pro-
gram, Psychiatric Nurs-
ing and many more. 
As well, you will 
find more videos and lit-
erature about an assort-
ment of personal issues, 
from harassment to study 
methods available for reading and viewing. 
You also can't forget the newest innovation at Stu-
dent Services: Plastic-binded Douglas course registra-
tion guides. Forget your room number? Want to know 
who's teaching a class, and at what time? Drop by Stu-
dent Services, you'll fmd the guides attached to the study 
tables. 
All these material resources are nicely cataloged, 
shelved and organized with easy to read signs to help 
you find what you are looking for. A couple of Work 
Study students last semester worked hard designing the 
Student Services office to be a comfortable and easy to 
use environment. Even then, you absolutely can't beat 
the Student Services reception staff, always ready to 
lend a hand in your search for meaning to your student 
life. 
The reception staff aren't the only humans in this 
place. After sifting through four or five university 
calendars and begin feeling a little frustrated and 
confused about all their different requirements, slot 
yourself in to talk to an Academic Advisor. These pro's 
are here to help you decipher admissions prerequisites, 
transfer credit mathematics and other technical problems 
you may encounter in your academic life here at 
Douglas. 
Your other questions about careers, student life, 
personal problems, job hunting and 
most everything else is answered by 
other faculty, staff or student, you can fmd assistance 
here. 
All of the above services are located in Room 2700, 
the Student Services Office. There are also several other 
areas around school that are part of the Student Serv-
ices offering. 
Financial Aid is located in Room 2710 and assists 
Douglas students applying for loans, grants, scholar-
ships and bursaries. Work Study applications and job 
listings are also available. 
The Douglas College Women's Centre is dedicated 
to assisting Women students 'in accessing college and 
community programs and services.' As well, the 
Women's Centre maintains its own library of resources 
dedicated to women's advocacy and women's issues. 
You will fmd the Women's Centre in Room 2720. 
Disabled Student Services is focused on assisting 
Douglas students with disabilities fulfill the 
requirements of their chosen program. DSS has available 
further information on the special programs and services 
available. DSS is located in the Student Services office, 
room 2700. 
Finally, room 2740 is the home of the Assessment 
Centre. Need to write an assessment test for a course 
requirement? The Assessment Centre is where you reg-
ister. Information about the specific tests, requirements 
a n d 
costs are 
the Personal 
and Career 
Counselling 
team also at 
Student Serv-
ices. If they 
can't answer 
your questions, 
they can refer 
you to the right 
Student Services Centre • Room 2700 
Student Services Centre • Room 2700 
avail-
able. 
All 
this and 
people with the 
right info. Also, the Personal 
Counsellors assist students with 
the confusing and emotionally 
draining appeals and complaints 
process. If you feel you have been 
mistreated by an instructor or 
dou las colle e 
do glas colle e 
more, 
free for 
the tak-
ing by 
t h e 
Douglas 
College 
student. "Just have to ask for it," as your mom always 
says. Student Services is your link to school, and from 
school to either another university, college or job. For 
further information, the Student Services staff would 
love to help. 
-op-
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The return of Finnigan 
Local improv group remounts popular musical comedy 
and two other members of Guy Smilyz, The Guy Smilyz ensemble is made by Trent Ernst 
Regan Payne and Richard Bell about the up of six young actors. A quick bit of 
show. mental arithmetic reveals that they are DC student Gary Loucks has a se-
"The show follows a very typical short actors to cover the complete 
cret. By day, he is an average, unassum-
ing individual, attending Douglas with Gilligan's Island plot," says Regan, "but Gilligan's Island cast. Richard confirms 
the rest of the great unwashed. By night, 
he is a member of Guy Smilyz, a local 
if you come see the show, you're not 
going to see me do Bob Denver. I do 
[the character] my own way. We take 
something that the characters do, and 
theatre sports company that operates out 
of the Coquitlam area. 
we take it to the extreme. It's not like That's not his secret though. 
I'm a robot playing Gilligan. It's simi-Guy Smilyz will be performing at 
Jar, but we add a twist." 
that Mrs. Howell and Ginger are absent 
from this production, but adds, "We do 
such a good job, with the colourful char-
acters and such an ensemble piece that 
they're not even missed." 
Ragen comments that, "No one 
said anything to us about those charac-
11 
Gary agrees. "We're not imitating 
the characters. We dress like the char-
the James Cowen Theatre, in Burnaby. 
The show is called Finnigan's Island, 
and is a scripn!a musical comedy. 
acters and we resemble the characters, Finnigan's Island is a parody of 
ters after the first run. It never came up The guys from Guy Smilyz performing Finnegan's Island last year. 
once. We sat down and thought about This year's show will run May 24. 25 and 26. 
it, but it's really not something you no-
Gilligan's Island, a farce based on a but we're really giving them new psy- tice." tum it into a scripted thing." Once the us for copyright infringement. Jim 
Henson is still trying to get our ass for 
the name." 
satire, but that's not the secret, either. choses and new neuroses." As a improvisational group, the show actually starts, though they'll stick 
The real secret is that he likes to Richard adds, "I created the char- actors do not find it that difficult to work to the script. 
dress up in women's clothing. acter I play, Mr. Bowel [based on Mr. within the boundaries of an having an The lyrics for the show are all new, 
In the grand tradition of British 
Pantomime theatre, Gary will be play-
ing Mary-Ann (here called, oddly 
enough, Gary-Ann). But unlike a usual 
pan to. there is a twist to this crass case 
of cross-dressing to complicate the cir-
Howell] upon how I remembered him. actual script. Says Gary, "The rehears- but the music is unabashedly stolen 
I didn't watch the show again, I just play als are pretty much 80% improvised. If from other sources. "What we do, is we 
When they're not parodying 
TV shows, Guy Smilyz operates as 
a traveling band of entertainers, at 
schools, at banquets, even at private 
parties. They are available for book-
ings, and "we're still fairly cheap." 
Finnegan's Island is at the James 
Cowen Theatre May 24, 25 and 26. 
Tickets are $7 in advance, ( $8 at the 
door) and are available by calling 
944-8635. 
cumstance. 
him as I remember him to be. That in we want to say something we'll say it, 
itself is a gross exaggeration of who he and the rest will just go with it, and then 
actually was." 
"The original characters were 
stereotypes ... we build upon those stere-
otypes, and then we exaggerate them. 
we'll decide if it works after." 
"The script is our base, and from 
there we'll improvise jokes," a~ds 
Ragen. "If it's funny we'll say 'yeah, 
take someone who had talent and am-
bition, and we bastardize their piece. We 
took some popular songs, from the fif-
ties, and from Andrew Lloyd Webber 
musicals, and we just changed the 
words. If we were the Arts Club, we Finnigan's Island played last year 
And then maybe we'll break down those 
to rave reviews, and is back by popular let's keep that for the show. We impro- couldn't do that. That's why we're a 
stereotypes," says Gary. demand. I had a chance to talk with Gary vise during rehearsal, and from that we touring company. Everybody is chasing 
One moment with Change of Heart 
Veteran Toronto rockers on cusp of success 
by Trent Ernst more than half an hour," quips Bernard explaining the qynamics of playing live 
Maiezza, COH's keyboardist. A week as opposed to recording in the studio. 
He wears it like a badge of pride. ago they opened at the Coliseum for the "A record, you make it one day, and it 
From his salt and pepper hair (long, but Hip, and judging by the crowd, they can be enjoyed by people all over." 
not too) to his Gucci shoes. Everything made more than a few converts. Blurton agrees. "They're totally 
about him screams "Yuppie." He pushes * * * different. One of them is insular and one 
to the front of the line. The band has been around in name of them is outward. Both experiences 
"I'm on the guest Jist," he calls to f o r thirteen years, although are good. You Jearn a lot from both, as 
the woman behind the small, high win-
dow. 
She gives him a tired look. "So is 
everyone else." The lineup goes 
through the door and spills out 
onto the sidewalk. 
"From the CBC?" He 
flashes a winning, "Ain't 
I so special" smile. 
She just stares 
at him. "From 
everywhere." 
*** 
"From our own 
experience, we like playing 
smaller clubs," says Ian 
Blurton, guitarist and frontman for 
Change of Heart (COH), a band that 
has been an important part of the To-
Blurton is the only 
surviving member 
from those 
days. After 
musicians~" 
I ask them whether they miss the 
terror and excitement of winging it on 
the road. The response is immediate and 
thirteen sarcastic. "I miss having no money to 
buy gas, oh yeah ... And in the winter 
not having heat in the van, I miss that... 
I miss the smell of gasoline coming 
up through the broken 
carburetor. .. I miss not 
having days off, that 
really sucks." 
Bernard points at 
the table, full 
of food. 
"There you go. 
ronto music scene for years, but are just years 
starting to gain a name for themselves of waiting, 
The differences are 
like that. Massive, in 
terms of that sort of thing 
(the creature comforts)." 
With a smile, Blurton recalls 
an incident. "On a tour a long time elsewhere. "Who knows, though? I COH has 
mean, it might be great if you could finally signed a 
control the situation [playing an arena]. major record deal with 
The [Tragically] Hip found a good bal- Virgin. "We had been wait-
ing for a deal like this to come 
ago we had this drum skin, and it was 
from a Muppet show drum kit, and we 
stapled it to the back of the U-haul, and 
every now and then kids would go by ance between being a massive band and 
just being a bunch of guys who really 
like playing together." 
along," says Blurton, "but.. .it wasn't the us on the highway thinking we were the 
The fellows from COH can speak 
with some authority on the Hip. They've 
final goal of the band or anything." Muppet show band, and waving." 
* * * *** 
They take the Hungry Eye stage as The band creates an aural land-
toured cross-Canada twice with Mr. graceful as a hurricane. Blurton jumps scape that is both immediate and insist-
Downie and the boys. "It's inspiring and careens around the stage like a der- ent. This is their night. Their moment, 
seeing them because it's a big show vish. Raw energy packaged and deliv- and nothing can change that. The songs 
without the cheese and the stupid stuff ered to the audience in bite-sized hold to no particular style, but each one 
that goes along with those big shows," chunks. is distinctively Change of Heart. They 
adds Bassist John Borra. "I feel dif- * * * rock. They roll. They rule the stage with 
ferently about arenas now than I did six "Playing Jive is just that day, that a confidence born of experience. The 
months ago, after touring with them." moment, to that bunch of people .... You songs draw the audience into COH's 
* * * can play a good night or a bad night. musical realm. 
The Hungry Eye is packed for and that's it, you know. A record is dif- The audience is transported. For 
COH's return show. "We get to play ferent." Drummer John Richardson is that moment. For that night. And then, 
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Playing • 1n the Treehouse 
Fun comes first for this good natured local band 
By Laura Miller tant is having people out there that re- They feel they have progressed name and Neilson often excused him- inexperience can be a weakness but it 
spect you and actually enjoy your mu- since the days of playing house parties self by "exercising his right to Veto." can also work as a strength at times. 
With the energy the band sic," declared guitarist/voc!!_list Brent and this comes through in the way they Eventually Hollinrake thought of a "We don't have a lot on the line," admits 
Treehouse produces on-stage, I was not Neilson. produce their music. name that in some ways reminded him Tashdjian. Because they have 
surprised when they were friendly and When asked about a particular "We all contribute to the of BC and that everyone in the band something to fall back on, they are not 
entertaining off-stage. They have a song that refered to potatoes, they were songwriting process," says guitarist liked. depending upon their music to pay the 
comical appeal that emphasizes their quick to laugh and tell me a long, Brandon Jang from where he sits qui- The band admits that they are very rent. 
bizarre personalities. They acted like a strange tale that began with vocalist/ etly. Treehouse no longer approach influenced by Canadian music As for the future, Lam admits "I 
group of anxious school boys awaiting guitarist Doug Hollinrake. To briefly their writing with a set plan. What especially Spirit of the West and The honestly do not think that any of us here 
recess, talking nonstop and laughing describe Hollinrake I would say he is a seems to work best, said Neilson, is Skydiggers. They each have different believe were going to be stars. I don't 
insanely at their own jokes. thinner version of the Barenaked La- "someone will come in with a little riff tastes (Tashdjian is a big, big fan of think any of us here wants to be stars." 
When I interviewed the band I was dies all rolled into one guy. Says gui- or a chord progression between verse Rush) that make their music sound Whether they like it or not they will be 
left with thelmpression that although tarist Gary Lam "Doug has most of the and chorus ... and everyone will build folky, popish, country and somewhere getting more attention in the future, 
they seem a bit strange and crazy, in obscure analogies known to man." I around that." Hollinrake adds to this in-between everything else but no especially with the release of their first 
reality they are five average guys, who discovered this, but I think that "Any lyrics I write, I have to feel that where near it at the same time. independent album this summer. 
have jobs and well paid educations. Hollinrake brings another twist into the they fit the music, whatever the emo- "If you listen to our set, you will As a band, their music is never 
They are working their way through nucleus of the band, a different outlook tion conveys." listen to one song and think you have boring. As people they keep you in 
life not expecting too much as long as on life that enhances their creativity. One of the hardest things for the gotten us pegged and then by the end stitches laughing. They have a unique 
they have a good time and enjoy them- They do admit that they try to be band to do was to find a name they all of the set it will be totally different," stage presence that draws a hub 
selves. A motto which drummer Raffie serious at times and Hollinrake said could agree on. Lam said, "It is the most said Lam. Which is true, there is no audience back onto the floor everytime 
Tashdjian lives by is, "Fun first, pros- with a chuckle, "We actually do have frustrating and painful process. Until way to describe Treehouse except for they play. (P perity second." some meaningful songs." The you get a name you don't really think the way they describe themselves, Success is of secondary impor- songwriting process is a challenging you are a band, you think you are some tance to Treehouse. "Selling millions of one for every band and ultimately de- guys jamming together." It did take the records is not important, what is impor- !ermines their success. band nearly nine months to choose a "Semi-angst-ridden, melody-orientated, neo-folk-pop-rock." They do feel that youth and 
Starfish Room host to ·singer/songwriters 
Tom Russell, Peter Case and Dave Alvin tour in support of Merle Haggard tribute album 
by Paul Enns writes contain many geographical 
references. These lend depth and 
For fans of these three virtually believability to the songs. His opening 
unknown singer-songwriters, this was 
a night not to be missed. Dave Alvin, 
Peter Case and Tom Russell were in 
town to support Tulare Dust, a song-
writers tribute to Merle Haggard. 
song told of a road trip across Canada 
and mentioned many specific towns, 
including Head-Smashed-In Buffalo-
Jump, while others contained specific 
Vancouver references. 
One of the highlights of the evening was 
new and traditional tunes, Case who made an effort to get into the difference was between country, Blues 
delivered an energetic performance of music, it was an excellent and rewarding and Rock and Roll. The answer: It is 
hard-edged folk/blues. His aggressive, set. moot, because the music says it all. 
old-school style of harmonica and guitar When Tom Russell came out and Aside from slight nuances, there Is no 
playing, (which included alternate introduced Dave Alvin, conversations difference. His seamless blending of 
tunings) succeeded brilliantly, enabling stopped in mid-sentence, and people these styles was evidence of his talent, 
this eclectic artist to find his own way pressed closer to the stage. They were as well as his understanding and love 
into a musical style far older than he. here to see Alvin, and they were not of music. 
Unfortunately, Case seemed to be the disappointed. At the end of his set, Alvin invited Case, Tom Russell was first to take the stage. 
Accompanying him on lead guitar and 
background vocals what Andy Horton. 
the exceptional guitar playing of least known of the performers, and Alvin's deep, resonant baritone filled Russell and Horton back on stage and 
Horton, which added a great deal of while there were many people there to the room as he sang "songs about they played songs from Tulare Dust to 
From his opening tribute to Canadian character to each song. One rarely hears see him, his lyrical complexity lost a California." His guitar playing was close the evening. 
towns to the Tex-Mex stylings of his acoustic guitar playing of this caliber, good number of the audience. featured prominently, especially on a After this tour, we can only hope that 
closing song, Russell proved himself to and he received a generous and well Possessing a dry, understated wit and song inspired by the image of "the Soul each of these artists will begin to get 
be an engaging storyteller. He has deserved round of applause. intricate usage of wordplay akin to Elvis Stirrers, with Lightning Hopkins on the recognition that they deserve. 
apparently lived in many different next up was Peter Case. Focusing on Costello's, Case appeared out of place guitar." 
places, including Vancouver, and the more folk-oriented songs from his in the company of Russell and Alvin. Hehadagoodrapportwiththeaudience 
traveled a great deal as the songs he previous albums, as well as a couple For those who are already fans, or those and he asked the audience what the 
r-~------~~--------------------~-------------, 
Student Day at Music West 
Event to introduce music industry careers Page & Plant live in DC 
by Scott Simmer industry will be demonstrated. couver Symphony Orchestra, will be on 
Many different music industry pro- hand to discuss the life of today's ca-
lfyouhaveeverwondered"Man, fessionals will be giving talks to reermusician,includingatalkaboutthe 
I don't know what I want to do with my attendees showcasing their careers. On crossover between traditional and popu-
life, but I really like music .. then read the business side of things, lawyers, lar music culture. Several instrument 
on. Music West, the annual conference agents, managers and accountants will workshops will be offered at Student 
"Student 
Day" to 
workshops, panel discussions on 
industry careers, demos of the 'latest 
multi-media music technology,' and 
several performances by school bands 
experts. 
Several renown musicians and 
musical groups will demonstrate train-
ing and performance techniques for fa-
and professional musicians. The mous-musician hopefuls. Clyde 
Internet and its connection to the music Michell, resident conductor of the Van-
Day, including sessions for drum, bass, 
guitar, keyboard, violin (electronic!) 
and woodwind players. 
While conceptually designed for 
high school students, Student Day of-
fers many opportunities for Douglas 
College music and business students to 
meet future employers, take a seminar 
or two on their instrument, and jive with 
career musicians. 
Further information on 
Student Day, being held 
May 12 at Robson Square 
Conference Centre in the 
midst of Music West, can 
be had by contacting 
Natacha Dobrovolsky at 
(604) 684-9338. 
Egyptian ensemble rock hard, Page & Plant old and flaccid 
by Justin Fellenz 
Washington, D.C. March 25, 1995 
Jimmy Page and Robert Plant 
remind me of a slightly worn-out '65 
Mustang: Hot in its day, but in com-
parison to modem hardware it's a bit 
weak, and just a little saggy besides. 
Page can't play anymore. He 
played confused, weak, rambling so-
los, fucked up outros on a couple of 
them, and couldn't play rhythm (he 
almost crashed the band in Black Dog.) 
The guitarist for the Cure played 
with them and every now and again yQU 
could pick out his very tasteful and 
decisive playing - that's what rock 
guitar is supposed to sound like. Page 
was at the top of the heap before, 'but 
he's farfrom it now. It's bard to tell 
whether he's just beat or whether the 
ante has gone up in present-day rock 
guitar. Maybe both. 
Plant can't put out like be used 
to. either, althougbbe'snot as worn as 
Page. He still did some pretty cool stuff 
but, boy, is he a goof onstage - he 
moves like a woman and is always 
making these dumb hand gestures. 
On the other hand, the hurdy-
gurdy solo rocked. I could have stood 
a whole concert of that. The standard 
bass-guitar-drums setup (Plant's solo 
band) was further augmented by an 
Egyptian drum and violin ensemble 
from Cairo, which also rocked hard. 
Tbere were some great violin solos and 
Egyptian chanting (the Moslem stuff 
they do on the parapets). and some 
solid rhythm work made Kashmir 
stand out. 
The concert was worth seeing just 
to have seen half of the legend that 
was Led Zeppelin, but compared to 
something .like the eyeball-flattening, 
super-tight onslaught of Pantera and 
Sepultura last Summer, the 
performance was a bit, ub. .. flaccid. Old 
and flaccid. 
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ntertainme ~ 
most every form of straight-ahead rock, 
and even mixes some bluesy harmonica 
into the fray as a catchy intro on more 
than one occasion. As usual, Slash 
doesn't hold back where his lead guitar 
solos are concerned, and the whole al-
bum is vibrant with energy thanks to 
the Eric Dover's vocal pipes. 
Louis Armstrong 
Highlights From His Decca Years 
MCA/ Decca 
Louis Armstrong 
Satchmo The Great 
Columbia I Legacy 
Satchmo: Straight from the Latin 
for "Big Cheeked Trumpet Playing 
Gruff Voiced Jazz Legend That's Not 
Named Dizzy," these two syllables can 
mean only one thing: Louis 
Armstrong. 
Most people know the man from 
his ultrafamous What a Wonderful 
World. Of course, Louis was a huge fig-
ure in the music business for many 
years, and can boast one of the most 
influential careers in music history. 
1\vo recent collections attempt to 
capture the overall genius of Louis: 
Columbia's Sate/uno the Great: Music 
and Extracts from the Film, and MCA's 
double disc set Highlights from the 
Decca Years. 
Upon first glance (and first listen) 
the MCA offering is infinitely the bet-
ter deal. Spanning thirty-four years and 
countless little known nuggets, High-
lights ... does just what it should: It gives 
the casual fan a way to access Louis • 
career. Of course, it doesn't compare to 
owning a fistfull of complete Satchmo 
albums, but it's as close as some want 
to get... 
What the Columbia soundtrack 
offers is something completely differ-
ent. Rather than attempting to put thirty 
years of jazz onto one disc, it captures 
a single evening. Energy and charm are 
the key words here, and of the two, this 
is the disc that' ll grow on you. 
When it all comes down, Louis is 
a pleasure to listen to. He's not preten-
tious, nor is he overproduced, he just 
makes good jazz. Both of these offer-
ings give interesting peeks at a phenom-
enal career, both are incredibly differ-
ent perspectives. I couldn' t recommend 
one or the other; just go buy some 
Satchmo, whatever you do. 
Jason Kurylo 
slash's snake pit 
it's five o'clock somewhere 
Geffen Records 
Slash has put together quite a va-
riety of musical styles on his new solo 
disc, and the most surprising observa-
tion is it sounds nothing like his other 
band, Guns N' Roses. 
Although Snake Pit is comprised 
of former GN'R guitar player Gilbey 
Clarke along with the Slashmeister 
himself, five o 'clock sounds more like 
a creative outburst from a guitar player 
who has been held in check for too long, 
rather than something which simply re-
lies on a name and some talent to sell 
some music. 
Veteran screamer Eric Dover does 
all the lead vocals for this disc, and all 
members of this project are involved in 
the songwriting, which is a good thing. 
With a talent like Gilbey Clarke in-
volved. it would be a shame for Slash 
to take the dominant rock star attitude 
and pen all the tunes himself. Duff 
McKeegan even gets a chance to lend a 
hand at composition, (although he does 
not appear on any instrumental credits). 
Gilbey Clarke is the only other artist 
besides the Slashman who is given the 
distinction of writing his own tune, a 
testimony to the respect Clarke enjoys 
in the music industry these days. 
The music on this CD covers a!-
I'll go out on a limb and predict 
good things for this band if they stay 
together long enough to put together 
another recording. 
Of course, most solo projects are 
rarely together long enough to prosper, 
considering the responsibilities these 
musicians have with other recording 
acts. 
Paul Andrew 
Various Artists 
Club Cutz 6 
A song that incorporates an elec-
tronic banjo sound throughout, allow-
ing me to ignore the deep 'n' meaning-
ful lyrics of "Okey Dokey ... Okey 
Do key ... OkeyDokey .. . " is called- you 
guessed it - Okey Dokey. Enough al-
ready! 
Another, more appealing, song on 
this album is called Cotton Eye Joe. It 
is a spin off from a traditional "down 
south" American folk song. Being a 
version created in Sweden, it does not 
exactly adhere to the original lyricals 
and music. Once again an electronic 
banjo pulls this song together; "Where 
did you come from? - Where did you 
go ... " is getting lots of radio play. 
There are a number of other songs 
on this album worth giving a listen to if 
you like a jarring bass beat and some 
pretty radical sounds reverberating 
along with extremely simple lyrics. Al-
though I can't say that I'd buy a replace-
ment copy of this tape if this one went 
missing, I can say that it is good to hear 
a compilation with bands from many 
countries other than ours, (and our 
friends south). 
Tammy Coombes 
Simple Minds 
Good News From the Next 
World 
cd 
Virgin 
I suppose I'm just like everyone 
else. I mean, I first heard about Simple 
Minds through a little film known as 
The Breakfast Club. All I remember 
about them is that I really really liked 
Don 't You Forget About Me, and I 
thought lead vocalist Jim Kerr 
looked kinda odd. 
Well, it's another decade, and 
we're all a little older, perhaps even a 
little wiser. Minds has proven they 
weren't necessarily a one-hit wonder 
(remember Alive & Kicking?), and 
Kerr still looks like his eyes are 
welded to the sides of his nose. So, 
when Good News From the Next 
World walked through the door, I 
expected a half-decent, but overall 
predictable poppy offering. 
How wrong I was. Following in 
the footsteps of U2, Tears For Fears 
and REM, Simple Minds has taken 
their music to a different level. Instead 
of rehashing their past successes , 
Citey 've gone to a fuller, more mature, 
progressive sound. There's no one 
track that'll rip up the radio waves, 
or anything (although And the Band 
Played On could be the best 
individual track of the year .. . ) but as 
a whole Good News is just that. 
The bottom line is, this album 
kicks ass. 
Jason Kurylo 
Facepuller 
Anatomy of Noise 
Bang On Records 
7" Vinyl 
Facepuller is well named. Their 
sound is an abrasive blend of hardcore 
energy, metal guitars , and 
hyperprocessed industrial vocals . 
A11atomy of Noise is a 2 song sampling 
only available on vinyl that leaves me 
with mixed feelings. 
If hardcore punk were chocolate 
and industrial/noisecore were peanut 
butter, Facepuller would be like the 
Reeses,bringing it all together in one 
bad-ass peanut butter cup. 
Bored With Beauty breaks 
abruptly from a slow intro to a full-out 
thrashing groove that has a crushing 
steamroller riff. The downside is that 
this one riff, cool though it may be, is 
the core of the tune; there's not much 
else to hold up the song. 
Here's my beef: Riffs are the foun-
dation of this kind of music. They've 
gotta be cool, they've gotta be heavy. If 
you' re going to base a tune around one 
main hook, it better be big enough to 
catch a shark. If you want to fish the 
waters of the big boys (Ministry, NIN, 
Pantera etc), you've gotta have more 
than one good hook in case the first one 
gets lost. 
Reduction Box hits closer to the 
mark. It's built up around a mean 6/4 
riff and is fleshed out more than Bored 
With Beauty. 
Facepuller is promising. While 
they don't quite pull my face as much 
as I'd like, they are pretty cool. 
Kevin Sallows 
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27 Chureh Street, New Westminster 
----------------------------------------------------~IN~F0:::52~5-=03:71~-
if> Poetry Page 
I dream of angels lying at 
your feet 
and wonder if yours 
are littered 
with blue-framed houses 
and skies 
with ribbons 
packaging a field of thyme 
My flower of Athens 
exists in grooves of worn black Vinyl 
on postcards 
brought back from a holiday 
on ceramic plates hanging 
on our kitchen's wall 
it has nothing to do with the green 
room 
where the dead dance in white 
marble. 
"' 
CREATIVE PEOPLE WANTED 
The Poetry Page is still looking for 
submissions of poetry, short prose, 
photographs and any other forms of art 
that we can flatten onto a page. Drop 
off submissions to The Creative Box, 
room 1020, Other Press. 
COMING SOON: THE OP FICOON PAGE 
, . 
By Christine 
Stefanitsis 
At the temple of my familiar 
images of an un-perfected 
memory: 
blossoming quince 
passed from mouth to mouth 
by illiterate Grandmothers in 
black, 
and bleached cobblestones 
m:lDlDJ.i.DL ... the way . 
And I realize, 
it is all Greek: 
I hear 
The call of my culture 
The call of my past 
Holding me down 
While~.ru.%t}~ .. ~~· .144~ " 
I try to flee to the future. 
My future. 
Torn betweell"'two worlds, 
Neither of which wants 
compromise, 
I become two people. 
But neither of them are 
me. 
M.B. 
May 1995 
NEWSPAPER writing is cool! How do ROOM-MATE needed for shared 
I know? I write for the Other Press, and New West house. House is located next 
not everyone can say that! to 22nd st. skytrain. Come and check 
Seriously though, expand your 
opportunities, broaden your horizons 
and meet some really bizarre people. 
Writing is not a job, it is an art form, 
and when taken seriously, it's just a job. 
So don't take it seriously and we won't 
either. Call the Other Press at 525-3542 
or just come on down and submit to the 
fun and the frolic that goes on down in 
room 1040. ..,.. 
ENVIRONMENTALLY friendly 
people are meeting at the entrance to the 
Clayoquat Sound logging road where it 
all happened. Be there to share memories 
or, just to create some. Don't delay. ph. 
588-8548. 
CENSORSHIP is a serious issue, and 
something that should not be taken 
• lightly, If you would like to join in the 
fight against censorship. Pleas call just 
about anybody on the Fraser Valley 
Library Board, and tell them we said 
hello. 
ROGER, my biology book has helped 
you long enough considering the course 
is over. Let's have coffee, even though I 
don't drink it Shannon 465-1130. 
FREE FOOD!!! I am a DC student who 
is interested in starting up a Student 
Food Bank. I need your input, regarding 
the feasibility of this venture! Please let 
me know. 526-7956 Rachel. 
PUNJAB! TEACHER/TUTOR 
Wanted for English speaking Canadian. 
Goal, to be conversationally literate and 
gain some written skills. Call Ang 526-
2668 or reply c/o the Other Press 
it out! $300 a month. Eric, 524-1454. 
clubs 
INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE 
EXCHANGE Club. A club devoted to 
learning new languages and cultures. 
Executive election being held Tues. 
Dec. 6. Regular meetings 4 p.m. Rm 
2804. Editor of Newsletter Shaun Lee, 
pager# 650-6734. 
WOMEN'S ONLY meetings held 
every Thursday and Sunday for the 
woman who "wants it all." Tired of 
being pushed around? Do you want to 
take out your aggression on someone 
other then the one's that you love? then 
phone 872-4949 for more information! 
for sale 
MOVING SALE -loveseatlhideabed, 
Ikea $350 OBO * bed, 2mths old, 
mattress, frame & headboard $400 
OBO * word processor/printer, Sony, 
very functional. great for student 
papers, older model* desk, chair, lamp 
$75 OBO * Ikea wall unit & bookcase 
$175 OBO call 522-2084 
1988 FORD ESCORT station wagon 
(red) for sale. Not running right now 
but can be fixed or good for parts $150 
firm. call 857-1200 #5142 
SKIS FOR SALE .. . Rossingnol 
195cm 737's with bindings & poles 
$175 OBO, Varnet sunglasses 4006 
$50 OBO, GE universal remote control 
$20 never used Jason 526-7615 
This space could be yours FREE! Fill 
out form at right, drop off at the OP. 
The Other Press 
employment CLASSIFIED FORM 
BEST CAREER CHOICES for new age 
students!!! Have you ever wondered if you 
are making a good career choice suitable 
to your innermost desires? Based on 
natural talent analysis, a horoscope can 
reveal your true mission in your lifetime. 
Let me reveal the ancient knowledge to 
you so you too may prosper with 
contentment in that which you are 
building upon. Call Malonie at 461-9830 
for a free Introduction. What have you got 
to lose? 
students. staff. faculty- FREE • for-profit businesses- $3 for 
first 30 words. 10¢ a word thereafter • first three words bolded 
NOW HIRING Full \ pa,.rt time cooks, 
coffee people, counter people. Experience 
on a dishwasher an asset. Great summer 
job, students welcome. Resume to Time 
Out Pub, 57 Blackie Street, New West. 
free • extra bolds or italicizing 25¢ each word 
Mnd to classified. c/o other press. box 2503. new westminster,bc 
or bring to room 1020, douglas college or fax to 527-5095 
w1ite your ad .._. 
-
-
• •Ilj~:tl ~i ~, rt=i name student # 
v31 5b2 
Like to WRITE? The Other Press is ,. 
searching for a Features Coordinator. 
Room 1020, Douglas. 525-3542. 1 ;ll~ •l :Till ~. l•TLl ~: 0 marttetplace 0 housong 0 edUCit•onal 0 pe<sonals 0 communoty """""""'ts 
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